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Vistamatic Partners with Smrtnik Sales in Ohio and Kentucky  
 

For Immediate Release: Vistamatic, a global leader in 
the design and manufacturing of observation window 
systems, has announced John Smrtnik of Smrtnik Sales as 
its manufacturer representative for Ohio and Kentucky. 
With a strong focus on healthcare and hospitality decision 
makers, Smrtnik Sales will market and promote the 
Vistamatic line of vision panel window systems to 
commercial architects, specifiers, distributors and 
contractors in both Ohio and Kentucky. 
 
Vistamatic’s 100 percent recyclable observation window 

systems are uniquely designed for unrivaled sight lines in environments where style, 
privacy, security and quiet observation are needed.  
 
“I was looking for a unique product that would fill a niche,” said Smrtnik. “There are not 
a lot of companies out there offering unique products like the Vistamatic line. There is a 
need for this product. There is demand. Vistamatic is the only company that offers 
something compatible with a mini-blind, but in my opinion is a much better product.” 
 
Contact John Smrtnik at smrtniksales@gmail.com, or call 513-933-9700. 
 
Vistamatic vision panel observation windows are the perfect solution for architects, 
designers or commercial specifiers in a multitude of environments including healthcare, 
institutional, event and corporate centers, where security and privacy are critical. 
Available in several sizes to accommodate virtually every application, the Vistamatic 
observation vision panels are manufactured standard in 10” x 10”, 12” x 12”, 18” x 18”, 
5” x 20”, 6” x 30”, 24” x 30”, and now 48” x 48” sizes. Custom sizes are available by 
special order. In addition, Vistamatic has recently launched the circular Vistaport in one 
standard, 15¾” size. 
 
For more information: Contact Kevin Roth, managing partner, North American Division, 
11555 Heron Bay Blvd., Suite 200, Coral Springs, Florida, 33076. Call 954-603-0507, 
fax 954-603-0508, or email Kevin@vistamatic.com.  
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